Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505
December 9, 2011
Christopher J. Smalls, Director
M-Division, Agency of Clandestine Services
5825 Florida Boulevard
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
Subject: Louisiana Gill Girl Incident / Proposed Interrogation Methods
Director Smalls,
After a thorough review of the Louisiana “Gill Girl” incident, I have concluded that M-Division’s handling of the
escaped test subjects from your facility was “suspect at best” and that your Agency should have contacted other law
enforcement intelligence agencies for assistance. In two weeks of this memo, you and Sergeant Alex Stevens are to
report to my office for a detailed briefing of the failed recapture mission as there are further questions outstanding.
During this meeting, we will also discuss the existing charter and roster of M-Division scientific projects as Congress
has called for a complete review of all current covert operations projects as part of the President’s annual budget. In
regard to the proposed interrogation methods that your staff has labeled as necessary and critical for the individuals
associated to the Louisiana Gill Girl incident, we have already forwarded your previous memorandums to both
Department of Justice and Department of Defense personnel chiefs for their feedback. As time permits, we can
discuss and explore the full range of legal interrogation alternatives that are open to M-Division’s staff at this same
meeting.
Finally, in light of the issues related to the Louisiana Gill Girl incident and other recent M-Division cases still under
review [CIA case files: 6K-11, 6R-58, 6Z-09], Agent Milo Finn has been temporarily assigned to M-Division in the
role as oversight intermediator for the next ninety days. During this period, he is to be given full access to all test
subjects, data files, and M-Division personnel associated with Operation Greenleaf as he investigates and prepares an
independent report for this office.
Please let me know if you have any questions,
David Petraeus
Director of Central Intelligence
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